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Souk®
Souk can take on the appearance of
a busy market place with its many small
rooms, each offering something
different, a new sensory
experience. Souk can be many things
depending on the fantasy and needs
of the users. The design permits
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easy and quick moving and changing
of the panels - so it is possible to add
a new room, to make one large room
or many smaller rooms.
This is a unique TLF design for play
based on input from pedagogues
and nursery school teachers as well
as play professionals.

TLF

Souk- the system
Souk is a modular system which consists of a set of basic building units of a frame base and wood posts.
To this are added various floors and panels to provide changeable sensory experiences.
These choices are as follows:
Base frame in metal with receptacle for a wood post in each
corner.
Wood Posts with two connecting rings

SKE0001 Wood post with 2 connecting rings

Floors - choice of:
• wood
• wood frame with rubber inset
• wood frame with ChildsPlay® * inset
• wood frame with sensory inset
• wood edge to define other surfaces

SKE0002

Wood floor

such as a large sand area
The floor sets inside the base
frame.
ChildsPlay® colour choices:- i) olive
green, ii) grass green, iii) fjord blue,
iv) red and v) terra cotta.

SKE0003 Wood floor frame for
rubber and carpet inset

SKE0004 Wood floor frame for

SKE0005 ChildsPlay® carpet inset

SKE0006 Sensory tray inset

sensory inset

ChildsPlay® is a registered trademark of Nottinghamshire Sports and Safety Systems Limited.
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SKE0007
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SKE0008 White opaque panel

SKE0009 Orange opaque panel

SKE0010 Rainbow panel

SKE0011 Transparent panel

SKE0012

SKE0013
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Wood edge

Base frame

Circle panel

1.870/SRK

Rubber inset
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SKC0001
Basic Souk module
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designer: Fabio Casadei

This is a beginning module - a basic
building block
consisting of :
1xSKE00013 Base frame
4xSKE0001 Wood posts
1xSKE0002 Wood floor
1xSKE0008 White opaque panel
This panel can be used as the
ceiling or as a wall
From this basic module it is possible
to build out -adding on more
modules.
The suggested combinations below
show some of the possibilities.

0,5 - 4
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Sand Play Souk
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Consists of:
4xSKE0013 Base frame
16xSKE0002 Wood posts
11 panels:
5xSKE0008 Opaque white
1xSKE0009 Opaque orange
2xSKE0010 Rainbow
2xSKE0011 Transparent
1xSKE0012 Circle
4xSKE0002 Wood floor
SKE0007 Wood edge

12 months
to 4 years
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SKC0003
Sensory pathway for pre-school children
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Consists of:
6xSKE0013 Base frame
16xSKE0001 Wood post
15 panels:
6xSKE0008 White opaque
2xSKE0009 Orange opaque
1:100
3xSKE0010 Rainbow
2xSKE0011 Transparent
2xSKE0012 Circle
6 Floors
2xSKE0002 Wood
1xSKE0003+1.870/SKR Wood with rubber inset
2xSKE0003+SKE0005 Wood with carpet inset
colours: grass green and fjord blue
1xSKE0004+SKE0006 Wood with sensory inset
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(Note: avoid placing small particles like pea gravel or bark in
the sensory inset as infants and young children can put these
in their ears or mouths.)
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12 months
to 4 years
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SKC0004
Outdoor Infant play rooms
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4 floors:
2xSKE0002 Wood
2xSKE003+SKE005 Wood
with carpet inset
colours: tillet red and grass
green
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Consists of:
4xSKE0013 Base frame
9xSKE0001 Wood post
11 panels:
4xSKE0008 White opaque
1xSKE0009 Orange opaque
2xSKE0010 Rainbow
2xSKE0011 Transparent
2xSKE0012 Circle
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6 months
to 2 years
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